
AN OVERVIEW OF THE GERMAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS AND THE

BLUE TRIANGLE

Nazi camp ID-emblems in a German illustration. Nazi concentration camp badges, primarily triangles, were part of the
system of identification in The following description is based on the badge coding system used before and during the
early stages of the war Blue triangle â€“ foreign forced laborers and emigrants.

Their story should be known. Medical Experimentation Beginning in , medical experiments were performed
on the inmates; some women were infected with gas gangrene or bacterial inflammations, while others were
forced to receive bone transplants and bone amputations. Identifying Prisoners: The Marking System From ,
Jews in the camps were identified by a yellow star sewn onto their prison uniforms, a perversion of the Jewish
Star of David symbol. By the closing of the camp in the spring of , at least 12, had died of malnutrition and
disease. A letter within the triangle signified the prisoner's nationality. In August and September , inmates
were transferred from Esterwegen to Sachsenhausen in order to take part in the continued construction of the
camp. The rising tide of the German army swept them into prison camps where the Gestapo had no difficulty
at all in re-grouping them and sending them to Mauthausen. During this time, Garcia and Grabowski
continued to print a clandestine sixth copy of key photographs and accumulated an archive of some prints.
Criminals â€” onwards People with previous criminal convictions were among the first to find themselves
targeted by the Nazis. The badges sewn onto prisoner uniforms enabled SS guards to identify the alleged
grounds for incarceration. Still in line, we were marched in front of the watchtowers with their sentinels,
armed with machine guns. The prisoners could do little to fight back against their captors, but they did engage
in various forms of spiritual resistance, such as holding classes in language, history, and geography classes;
improvising theater and music; drawing the reality of camp life; and sharing recipes and preparing imaginary
meals, Through such activities, the women helped each other survive. Gilbert wrote the following in his book:
In just over four months, more than thirty thousand people had been murdered at Mauthausen, or had died
from starvation and disease. According to Bernadac, the Spanish Republicans "wore the blue triangle of
religious objectors. Most of them were starving, ill and too weak to welcome their liberators. Their
introduction to the camp was the sight of the German Kapos beating the prisoners to force them to work faster.
Like all other Nazi concentration camps , the conditions of life in Sachsenhausen were incredibly barbaric.
They consisted of Wehrmacht and SS military criminals, SS personnel convicted by an Honor Court of bad
conduct and civilian criminals for which military service was either the assigned punishment or a voluntary
replacement of imprisonment. They hoped to build up their strength, regroup, train and leave for the other side
of the Pyrenees, where genuine pockets of resistance still held out. Most of the Jewish prisoners were sent to
camps in the East. A letter P for Polen was cutout in the purple cloth to show the yellow backing beneath. The
camp doctor was required to be present at each punishment, to confirm it had been carried out. A prisoner
would usually have at least two and possibly more than six. For permanence, such Xs were made with white
oil paint, with sewn-on cloth strips, or were cut with underlying jacket-liner fabric providing the contrasting
color. Thousands of women did not even have part of a bed, and were lying on the floor, without even a
blanket. Auschwitz detainee Ignacy Kwarta wears a red P-triangle: a Polish political enemy. Foreign nationals
â€” onwards As the Second World War started, foreign citizens from newly occupied countries such as
Czechoslovakia and the Netherlands also began to be imprisoned in concentration and forced labour camps.
Two boys, named Jacinto Cortes and Jesus Grau, whose job it was to bring food to the Kommando in
hampers, gradually transferred the entire archive hidden in these lunch hampers.


